
Features

STAS papergrip hanger
secure hanging

The STAS papergrip hanger has been specially developed 
for hanging a whiteboard (with a max. size of 90x120 cm) 
on the STAS papergrip (mounted with screws), by means 
of 2 STAS papergrip hangers. The hangers are attached to 
the whiteboard with screws and then placed on the STAS 
papergrip, after which the whiteboard is easy to install and 
move. In addition, the hanger is equipped with a safety lock, 
so that it cannot be pushed out of the rail when force is 
exerted on the whiteboard. By mounting stabilizing caps the 
whiteboard remains stable. This makes the STAS papergrip 
hanger very suitable for the safe hanging of a whiteboard in 
educational institutions. 

In addition to the whiteboard, other objects can also be hung 
on the STAS papergrip hanger. For suspending light items 
such as a small clock, the hanger can be attached with 
double-sided tape.

Parts

Dimensions 3.5 x 9.5 cm
Colour white
Material steel with powder coating
Installation to the product to be hung
Weight capacity per hanger per meter: 20 kg (when 

papergrip is mounted with screws)
papergrip hanger set:  
whiteboard of max. 90 x 120 cm 

Warranty 5 years

STAS papergrip 
hanger
HA40110

STAS papergrip hanger 
stabilisation set 
PG40110



Important note regarding warranty and liability
Products of STAS must be installed and used only in strict accordance with the latest version of the STAS picture 
hanging systems installation guide, available for download at www.stasgroup.com. It is the responsibility of the 
installer to select the correct fasteners for the particular installation. Improper installation, misuse, misapplication 
or otherwise failing to completely follow seller’s instructions and warnings may cause product malfunction, property 
damage or personal injury.
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